Effects of Foliar Spraying with Methyl Jasmonate on Bulb Development of Lily
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Abstract: Experiment with bulbs of Lilium asiatic hybrids Prato and Lilium pumilumu. Effects on the perimeter and fresh weight of bulbs and carbohydrate contents of lily bulb treated with methyl jasmonate were studied. It made clear that the perimeter and fresh weight increased significantly by spraying 5 mg/L MJ. The starch content and the soluble sugar content and the soluble protein content of lily bulb also increased by spraying 5 mg/L MJ. The perimeter and fresh weight and carbohydrates in bulbs were reaching maximum by praying 0.5 mg/L MJ. Bulb development is closely related to the accumulation of carbohydrates. The accumulation of carbohydrate is benefit for development of lily bulb development.
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INTRODUCTION

Lily (Lilium) is an important bulb flower. It is one of the biggest fresh cut flowers in the world. The bulb development is an important problem in the lily cultivation. Methyl jasmonic acid is a new kind of plant growth regulating substances. It can promote blooming of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and rice (Oryza sativa L. subsp. Indica), adjust the flowering time, and it can improve the flowering period to be centralized and glume opening rate [1], accelerate the bulb development of garlic (Allium sativum L.) [2], improve the quality of bulbs [3], etc. The promoting effects of jasmonic acid on the tuber formation of potato, yam, jerusalem artichoke in vitro and the root formation of sweet potato and the bulb formation of garlic, onion were significant. There are few reports about MJ affecting the growing bulbs in field for lilies. In view of this, this experiment aims to study the effects of foliar spraying with methyl jasmonate on diameter and fresh weight of bulbs and carbohydrate contents of lily bulb. To further study the development mechanism of lily bulbs. In order to provide the reference for shortening the lily field growth cycle and good quality and high yield cultivation.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Test material is Asian lily Prato and Lilium pumilumu. Bulb perimeter 1~3cm specifications. The experiment was from in May 2016 to October 2016 at experimental field in Heilongjiang Bayi Agricultural University. Select alone head lily bulbs with no diseases and pests and other injury, soaked for 30 min with 50% carbendazim wettable powder 500 times liquid before planting. Planted the bulbs On May 5, Planting spacing is 15 cm. Planting depth is 6 ~ 7cm. In the lily bulbs expansion development period, on July 18, spraying MJ on the leaf of lily, once every 3 days, a total of spraying 3 times. MJ concentration was set at 0.05 mg/L, 0.5 mg/L, 5 mg/L, 50 mg/L, a total of four levels, control (CK) for water treatment. Using randomized block design, each processing repeat 3 times. Random sampling respectively in September 2. Determined the bulb perimeter and fresh weight and the content of carbohydrates in bulbs. The soluble protein content was determined by coomassie brilliant blue G-250 method. The soluble starch and soluble sugar content were determined by anthrone colorimetry method.

RESULTS

Effects of foliar spraying MJ on the perimeter and fresh weight of lily bulb

Table 1 shows that the effects of foliar spraying MJ on the bulb perimeter and fresh weight of Prato and Lilium pumilumu. The late bulb sampling found that the perimeter and fresh weight of bulb of lily were improved compared with the control. With the increase of MJ concentration, the bulb perimeter and fresh weight of lily increased firstly and then decreased. In this experimental concentration range, the perimeter and fresh weight of Lilium pumilumu increased obviously most with 5 mg/L MJ processing, the differences are very significant than control. Bulb diameter enlarged 12.89% than that of control. Bulb fresh weight increased 10.54% than that of control. The perimeter and fresh weight of Prato with 0.5 mg/L MJ processing had significant differences between control, Bulb perimeter increased 10.39% than that of control, the fresh weight of bulbs increased 10.81% than that of the control.
Effects of foliar spraying MJ on the carbohydrate content of lily bulb

Table 2 shows that the effects of foliar spraying MJ on the carbohydrate content of Prato and Lilium pumilumu. From the point of the test results, MJ treatment concentration and lily varieties had differences, the degree of the change of soluble sugar content is also different. The soluble sugar content with 4 kind of MJ treatment in two lilies were higher than control. With the increase of treatment concentration, the soluble sugar content increased first and then increased. The soluble sugar content of 5mg/LMJ treatment in Lilium pumilumu and 0.5 mg/L MJ treatment of Prato bulb were highest, increased by 6.53% and 10.15% than the control.

The starch accumulated in two kinds of lily in the late stage of bulb expansion, the starch content in the bulb increased with MJ treatment in. With the increase of MJ concentration, the starch content increased and then decreased. The starch content of Lilium pumilumu bulb with MJ treatment were higher than that of the control, and the starch content of 5 mg/L MJ treatment increased by 29.2%. The starch content of Prato bulb with 50 mg/L MJ treatment was slightly lower than that of CK, and the content of starch in the bulb of 0.5mg/LMJ treatment was the highest, which increased 20.06% than the control.

In the later stage of bulb expansion, the content of protein in MJ treated bulb increased and then decreased with the increase of MJ concentration. The soluble protein content of 50 mg/L MJ in the bulb were lowest, the soluble protein content of 5 mg/L MJ treatment in bulb of Lilium pumilumu was highest, the protein content increased 18.47% than the control. The soluble protein content of 0.5 mg/L MJ treatment in Prato bulb increased by 18.6% compared with the control. There were no significant differences in the contents of soluble sugar, starch and protein in MJ treated bulbs.

DISCUSSION
Effects of foliar spraying MJ on the growth and development of lily bulbs
The weight and the perimeter are the important appearance standards to measure the quality of lily bulbs. The results of this study show that effects of foliar spraying different concentrations MJ on the bulb fresh weight and circumference were different because of different kinds of Lily. Foliar spraying MJ of appropriate concentration in lily bulb expansion stage, which can improve the circumference of lily bulb. However, the effects of different MJ treatments on the diameter of the two varieties were different. The circumference of bulb spraying with high concentration of MJ did not significantly increase. In the range of this experiment, in the bulb expansion late period, the bulb perimeter of 5 mg/L MJ increased obviously. 0.5 mg/L MJ Prato bulb perimeter increased obviously.
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According to the fresh weight of the bulb, the effect of MJ spraying on the fresh weight of two lily were also different. The effect of 5 mg/L MJ on bulb growth and development of *Lilium pumilum* was most obvious, the effect of 0.5 mg/L MJ on bulb growth and development of Prato was most obvious. The effect of foliar spraying MJ on the bulb perimeter and fresh weight of lily was the same, but the effects were different for two lilies.

**Effects of foliar spraying MJ on the carbohydrates of lily bulbs**

Carbohydrate change is one of the significant indexes during the bulb development. The soluble protein, soluble sugar and starch content may be a direct response to various metabolic activities. This experiments showed that carbohydrates in *Lilium pumilum* and Prato bulbs accumulated by foliar spraying MJ of suitable concentration. The effect of 5 mg/L MJ treatment on bulb growth and development of *Lilium pumilum* was best. Soluble sugar and starch and protein content in bulbs of 5 mg/L MJ treatment increased compared with the control. The effect of 0.5 mg/L MJ treatment on bulb growth and development of Prato was best. Soluble sugar and starch and protein content in bulbs of 0.5 mg/L MJ treatment increased compared with the control. Foliar spraying MJ can promote starch accumulation of the lily bulb. The soluble sugar and starch contents of bulbs in *Lilium pumilum* with 5 mg/L MJ increased greatly compared with the control, and the soluble sugar and starch contents of bulbs in Prato with 0.5 mg/L MJ increased greatly compared with the control.

Mita Shibao kaa [4-5] found that in bulb formation process, the direction of microtubule arrangement of cell wall was irregular, and the number was slowly reduced. Due to lack of support of cell microtubule transverse arrangement of cell wall, cell skeleton relaxation, leads to increased cell volume [6]. In this study, bulb perimeter, fresh weight and carbohydrates content have increased greatly. This is consistent with Hao Ruijie’s [7], Li Chunxiang’s researches [3]. MJ maybe increased cellular accumulation of sugar, promote microtubule and microfilament to be thickening and promote cell to be swelling [8], which affects bulb expansion. The interference to microtubules by MJ may be induced bulb expansion [9].
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